THE RPG STORY: THREE DECADES OF INNOVATION
1983
First Presentation at AES

Figure 2. Dr. D’Antonio’s Speaker’s Badge

Figure 1. 74th AES Studio Design Seccion C
1983 was a very busy year for RPG. In October 1983,
at the 74th AES Convention in New York, Dr. D’Antonio
presented, Figure 2, his research on the Schroeder diffusor in the Studio Design Session C (C4 Arrow), with
Manfred Schroeder presenting as the lead off invited
speaker (C1 Arrow). The original Session C Program is
shown in Figure 1. As part of this presentation, Dr.
D’Antonio described an Apple II program, shown in Figure 3, which allowed acousticians to design these
phase gratings as well as plot their diffraction patterns.
Following the session, Manfred and Peter had their first
personal meeting where Manfred described the use of
the Chinese Remainder Theorem, which enabled the
creation of a two-dimensional primitive root sequence
from a longer 1-dimensional sequence, maintaining the
beneficial Fourier property of a flat power spectrum. In
Figure 4, we show the original handwritten notes in the
74th Technical Meeting & Professional Exhibits AES
Program Oct. 8-12, 1983, illustrating the diagonal filling
process, making use of periodicity, for several primes,
N, for which N-1 could be factored into two relative coprimes, i.e. it cannot be used for N=5.

Figure 3. Construction illustrating constructive interference condition in which BC-FG=ml.

Figure 3. Handwritten notes by Manfred Schroeder illustrating the use of the Chinese Remainder Theorem.

First LEDE & Studio Design Workshop
At the AES meeting, Peter met Don and Carolyn Davis
who invited him to present his research at the LEDE &
Studio Design Workshop at Dallas Sound Labs, Figure
1. Don Eger of Techron along with the class made the
first ETC measurements and listening tests of a QRD

Figure 1. LEDE & Studio Design Workshop Announcement

Figure 2. First TEF measurements of the time response
for a QRD and PRD.

and PRD in the Dallas Sound Lab control room, with
the TEF-10 analyzer, Figure 2. The time response data
clearly show the temporal distribution of the scatteredsound from the diffusors, compared to the specular reflection from a flat board placed in front of the diffusors.
Photos of the first QRD and PRD are shown in Figure
3. With the outdoor diffuse lighting, the well depth sequences are illustrated by the shadows.

Figure 3. Top: First QRD based on a prime of 23; Bottom: First PRD based on a prime of 23. Shadow patterns illustrate the well depth sequences.

First RPG Diffusor Fabrication Facility
RPG started out as a cottage industry in which manufacturing was set up in Dr. D’Antonio’s residential carport/garage and backyard. RPG’s original employees
consisted of Dr. D’Antonio’s son Peter, his neighborhood friends and some of their parents. Manufacturing
was initially done in a carport, which was eventually enclosed as shown in the top photo of Figure 1. Due to
limited space, manufacturing was also done in the back

Figure 2. Doug Morgan and Peter await the arrival of
the shipping company.

Figure 1. RPG’s 1st home grown indoor and outdoor
fabrication facility, with original employees Kathy Koenig
and Doug Morgan. .
yard, weather permitting, as shown in the bottom photo Figure 3. A champagne toast to the first RPG diffusor
of Figure 1. In Figure 2, Doug Morgan and Peter await
shipment.
the arrival of the shipping truck and in Figure 3, they
toast this first shipment with champagne. In Figure 4,
the first shipment is shown. While it appeared strange
to have shipping trucks arriving and departing from a
residential street, all of the neighbors were supportive
of the cottage industry. As RPG quickly grew, it became
necessary to move to a cmomercial location.
On Dec. 15, 1983 Dr. Peter D'Antonio and Dr. John H.
Konnert, a co-worker at the Naval Research Laboratory,
incorporated RPG Diffusor Systems, Inc. with a mission
to "Continually expand the acoustic palette with innovative acoustic tools, through a commitment to fundamental acoustics research." And the rest is history!
Figure 4. First shipment of an RPG Diffusor.

First RPG Diffusor Application
At the 74th AES Convention in New York, Peter also
met Bob Todrank, President of Valley Audio in Nashville,
TN who eventually would utilize the first commercial
RPG Diffusors in the new control room of the Oak
Ridge Boys, called Acorn Sound Recorders, in Hendersonville, TN. A photo of the Acorn Sound Recorders
control room is shown in Figure 1, along with the Oak
Ridge Boys. The studio was a major success and the
word soon got out that the RPG Diffusor was a new required tool in modern control room design.

Figure 1. Acorn Sound Recorders, with the Oaks

